RESCUE OF THE MONTH
RECOGNISING OUTSTANDING RESCUES

NATIONAL WINNER

JANUARY 2013: TAYLORS MISTAKE SLSC

Saturday 5 January 2013 at 4.00pm
Date/time: 		
Taylors Mistake
Location:			
Lifeguards involved: Nick Smith, Harrison Reid, Mike Smith (PC),

Rob Lambie, Ian Rae, John Thompson, Bianca Teague,
Craig Jamieson and Emily Jones

Extensive, proactive patrolling was was starting to slip below the waves. Lifeguards, provided assistance. The man
responsible for the survival of multiple Nick grasped both patients and called slipped into unconsciousness and started
Nick, Emily and Harrison
swimmers on January 5 as Taylors for assistance from a nearby surfer. The convulsing.
identified
a
high
risk and commenced
first
patient
was
placed
on
the
surfboard
Mistake was experiencing one of its
largest head counts for many years. and the second patient was held against precautionary action and placed him on
Conditions were very hot with large the surfboard to maintain stability. Mike the AED for the purpose of monitoring
seas, and an assessment of the beach and Harrison joined Nick to bring the two and early intervention, if required. This
indicated extensive rips and holes. patients back to the beach. Ian, Craig was supported by the ICU nurse. Both
warned Jamieson and Rob Lambie maintained patients were extensively monitored
swimmers who were outside of the rescues to the remaining patients. The until the ambulance and advanced
flagged area and large warning signs remaining Lifeguards identified the need paramedic arrived who advised that
Three

Lifeguards

proactively

were also installed along the beach. for additional assistance and engaged urgent hospital treatment was required.
During the event it was identified
At 2pm Lifeguards responded to a off-duty Lifeguards that were present
Two on the beach. A total of 10 patients that it wasn’t possible to maintain an
of these were displaying signs of distress were rescued in the second event. effective patrol for the public given
Upon reaching the shallow water the large crowd numbers and the
and were placed on oxygen.
Three
mass rescue involving 12 people.

Lifeguards commenced active in-water both patients collapsed and struggled to number of Lifeguards available so the
patrolling of the area in an attempt to breathe. Emily Jones had identified the decision was made to close the beach.
That day there was a total of 28 rescues
maintain the public within the flags. The need for oxygen during their return and
including
two outside of patrol hours.
she
had
the
oxygen
ready
as
the
patients
beach head count at 3pm was around
2000, with a further 400 in the water. were brought to the beach. Both patients
At around 4pm, while Lifeguards were were displaying extreme distress. The
still proactively patrolling, a group of people first expressed shortness of breath and
moved into an identified hole and got difficulty breathing while the second was
caught in the rip. First responder Nick Smith placed on oxygen and was monitored
signalled for assistance and Patrol Captain by Emily. Emily and Nick identified that
Mike Smith along with Harrison Reid, Ian assistance was required and called for the
Rae and John Thompson responded. Nick ambulance. The second patient collapsed
identified two male patients that were in while being moved up the beach, but
severe distress and took hold of the weaker was responsive. He was placed in the
patient who had his head above water but recovery
was ingesting large amounts of water. oxygen.

position
His

and

condition

administered
deteriorated

him
becoming
unresponsive.
The second patient was struggling with
An
ICU
nurse,
who
identified
herself to
to maintain his head above water and
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